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Abstract:

The discourse concerning computer ethics qualifies as a reference discourse for ethics-related IS research. Theories, topics and approaches of computer ethics are reflected in IS. The paper argues that there is currently a broader development in the area of research governance which is referred to as “responsible research and innovation” (RRI). RRI applied to information and communication technology (ICT) addresses some of the limitations of computer ethics and points towards a broader approach to the governance of science, technology and innovation. Taking this development into account will help IS increase its relevance make optimal use of its established strengths.
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Introduction

Information systems (IS) as a field of academic research and business practice has long been aware of the importance of ethical considerations. This includes questions of what counts as right or wrong, as good or bad, as moral or immoral. It also covers theoretical reflections on why particular acts or rules might be considered moral or immoral. Such questions touch on the design and use of computing artefacts in organisations in many different ways. A perception of moral appropriateness, or the lack thereof, can be an important component of technology acceptance. One aspect of this may be seen in the tradition of “applied ethics” within philosophy which focuses on more practical questions in various fields such as medicine or biotechnology but is also relevant within computing. Organisational policies are often driven by perceptions of (morally) correct ways of acting and these are based on broader ethical positions which tend to be reflected in organisational visions and cultures. Societal governance of technologies follows public perceptions and is often driven by majority (moral) concerns, e.g. in the case of access to pornography or the protection of digital intellectual property.

The theoretical and practical relevance of different ethical and moral questions is reflected in a long-standing stream of what this paper refers to as ‘ethics-related research in the field of IS’. Despite a considerable history of attention to ethics, it has never been a mainstream concern in IS. The reasons for this are manifold. One of them is probably that ethics, in the sense of moral philosophy, is a complex subject matter in its own right with a long history of scholarly work. Recent attempts to raise the visibility of ethics in IS education point towards a perceived lack of relevant competence by IS graduates [1].

This raises the question whether traditional notions of ethics provide an appropriate discourse for discussing ethics-related issues in IS, that is, if this type of ethics gives us a language, a vocabulary that enables us to delineate and develop a field of inquiry that is both intellectually sound (i.e. to philosophers and other academics) and practically relevant to professionals working in IS (a more specific definition of discourse will be provided below). In other words, the problems mentioned raise the question if we could find or create a discourse that is better integrated with the discourses that are already present in IS. What should be the “reference discourse”, the main discourse in ethics-related research?

This paper discusses the ways in which Computer Ethics (CE) and Responsible Research and Innovation (RRI) might inform ethics-related IS research, and how these discourses, held outside of the field, might also contribute to IS research and practice. We begin by arguing that research in the field of CE has provided many insights into substantive moral problems as well as the theoretical underpinnings required to address these. After demonstrating this point through summarising the main streams of activity in computer ethics and mapping them to ethics-related research in IS, we argue that, despite these contributions, there are limitations in CE that may be addressed by
adopting a novel discourse that is currently held under the title of “responsible research and innovation in information and communication technologies (ICTs)”.

We argue that future ethics-related research in IS would benefit greatly from taking into consideration this change of reference discourse. The practical and application-oriented nature of the IS field renders it well equipped to deal with many of the issues arising from RRI in ICT. This is not to say that more philosophical-theoretical work is no longer welcome, nor that there can be no other way of relating ethics to more practical concerns. Rather, the RRI discourse opens up new opportunities for better integration of ethical concerns in IS that directly connect to its “home” discourse. Adopting RRI as a driving force of ethics-related research therefore constitutes the next step that can build upon the cumulative tradition of ethics-related work in IS. At the same time, it means that IS work will need to look beyond its traditional boundaries and be more mindful of broader societal needs.

The argument put forward in this paper is important because it suggests new research directions for IS which fit into a broader research agenda that is currently unfolding in Europe and elsewhere. The suggestion to take on board the concept of RRI plays on the traditional strengths of the IS discipline, namely its detailed empirical understanding of the role of ICTs in organisations and society. At the same time it shapes novel research topics by focusing on societal grand challenges. The paper furthermore contributes to the self-reflection of the IS discipline by demonstrating that there are important reference discourses that inform the way that ethical questions are addressed. By explicitly reflecting on such reference discourses, the paper allows scholars involved in ethics-related research to position their work in the broader social context, thereby contributing to greater societal and scholarly relevance in the field of IS.

To develop this argument, we start by reviewing the discourse in computer ethics and discuss its relevance in past ethics-related IS research. We define the basic terms of ethics, morality, norms and values. On this basis we then discuss topics, theories and approaches to computer ethics. This background is used to demonstrate the importance of, what we refer to as, ‘the reference discourse’ in shaping IS research. Having thus demonstrated the relevance of computer ethics as a reference discourse, we then introduce the discourse on RRI in ICT. This is done by showing that the limitations of computer ethics constitute a natural starting point for engaging with questions of governance of research and innovation. This provides the basis of a discussion of the degree to which the RRI discourse is already part of the IS research agenda and which steps would follow from integrating RRI into IS. The paper concludes by reflecting on its contribution and discussing future work.

Computer Ethics and Information Systems

This section starts with an explanation of the approach taken by the paper. It explains the idea of reference discourse and outlines the methodological underpinnings of the narrative. This leads to a delineation of the subject area of ethics followed by a discussion of ideas and activities that may be considered under the heading of computer ethics. The section then demonstrates how work undertaken in computer ethics has influenced or is mirrored in the field of IS.

“Reference Discourses”

At the core of this paper is the argument that ethics-related work in IS is influenced by external events related to society and computing and that the current transition from computer ethics to RRI in ICT will be, or should be, reflected by IS research. We use the term “reference discourse” to refer to these external influences. The term was chosen in explicit recognition of the long and continuing discussion of “reference disciplines” in IS [2]–[4] where scholars recognise that the field of IS draws
on prior and parallel scholarly activities. However, the term “reference discipline” is stronger than required for the purposes of this. It would be difficult to argue that computer ethics constitutes a reference discipline because it is probably too small to count as a discipline. Furthermore, its historical roots are in philosophy and computer science [5].

However, the point of this paper is not to engage in the question whether there is a cumulative body of knowledge that is sufficiently mature and accepted to function as the “core” of the discipline in IS [6]. Rather, our interest lies in the fact that there is a discourse on computer ethics that is clear enough to constitute a recognisable influence factor on IS research and practice.

The definition of discourse used here is inspired by Habermas who states that competing claims about truth, rightness and authenticity can be clarified relying on the power of the best argument [7]. Without having to invoke potentially problematic aspects of Habermas’ position such as the ideal speech situation, this paper argues that there is a discourse in computer ethics, (i.e. an enduring exchange of ideas that focus on ethical questions related to computing) and that it becomes a reference discourse for IS if it influences and is influenced by research practice in IS. The following sections will broadly survey the discourse in both CE and RRI with the intention of tracing the general lines of the computer ethics discourse and to argue that new developments such as RRI should be incorporated into IS research.

Computer Ethics: Theories, Topics and Approaches

One delimitation of computer ethics would be that of any research activity that touches on right and wrong, good or bad, moral or immoral in relation to computing. Philosophers may add moral intuition, character and virtue, explicit morality, ethical theory or reflection and meta-ethics insofar as it pertains to computing. However, this definition may be too broad to be practically useful as it would include a disparate body of work that is rooted in a wide range of disciplines.

The present paper therefore suggests a narrower definition that focuses on a community of practice. Willcocks [8, p. 267] suggests a definition of information systems as “[...] those academics, researchers, teachers, students and indeed practitioners who gravitate around conferences such as ICIS, ECIS, HICSS, PACIS and AIS, tend to be members of the Association for Information Systems or related/similar bodies, write research papers and books consciously within an IS discipline and publish in a self-defined group of ‘IS’ journals [...]”. This paper adopts an analogue definition of the field of computer ethics as comprised of those individuals who would attend conferences such as CEPE (Computer Ethics, Philosophical Inquiry), ETHICOMP or CAP (Computers and Philosophy), who are members of INSEIT (the International Society for Ethics and Information Technology) and who would publish in journals such as Ethics and Information Technology, the Journal of Information Communication and Ethics in Society or the International Review of Information Ethics. It is important to note that computer ethics discourse journals are a less dominant publication venue than in other fields. Much of the work undertaken in computer ethics is published in single authored [9] or edited volumes, such as [10]–[14].

Most CE conferences and outlets have been established since the 1990s. The history of some of the early members of this community and the interest in ethics and computing can be traced back further [5]. In fact, concern about ethical aspects of computing coincides with the beginnings of digital computing and was famously expressed by Norbert Wiener [15].

A research field going back almost 70 years is difficult to capture. However, the majority of activity has happened since the 1980s and 1990s and there are a number of clearly recognisable streams of
activities in computer ethics that can be categorised in terms of theories, topics and approaches each discussed in turn below.

Theories of Computer Ethics
The discourse of computer ethics includes a significant number of scholars with a background in philosophy. It is therefore not surprising that philosophical ethics plays an important role in the theoretical make-up of the discourse. One can observe numerous references to philosophical ethics, most notably the big three of (Kantian) deontology [16], [17], utilitarian consequentialism [18] and virtue ethics in the Aristotelian tradition [19]. Deontology and consequentialism focus on principles of rational decision making in view of dilemmatic situations whereas virtue ethics stresses the importance of individual character in evaluating the ethical character of the agent.

While these three ethical positions are an integral part of the theoretical composition of the field, it is important to point out that they are sometimes adapted specifically to questions and application around computing [20]. There are also numerous other ethical approaches that are invoked in the area of computing. For example, ethics of care [21] which may be useful for understanding particular aspects such as the ethical side of gender issues in computing [22]; or the ethics underlying the capability approach developed by Sen [23] and Nussbaum [24] which has been shown to be relevant for ethics-related research on ICT [25], [26].

In addition to these examples of extant ethical theory having been applied to computing issues, there are also attempts to develop novel ethical approaches that are specific to problems of information or technology. Notable examples of such new ethical ideas are information ethics and disclosive ethics. Information ethics which has been promoted by, and is strongly linked to, Luciano Floridi’s work [12], [27], [28] is an attempt to develop an ethical position on the basis of the ontological properties of information. Disclosive ethics, on the other hand, [29] is an approach that tries to make explicit the ethical assumptions embedded in technologies. Within the Dutch philosophy of (information) technology there have also been interesting new developments focusing on the link between ethics and design such as, value sensitive design [29] the morality of artefacts [30], and thinking about responsible innovation which has contributed to the development of RRI in general[31].

Computer ethics, furthermore, draws on a broad range of theoretical positions that are relevant to the development or use of computing technologies. On the more technical side there are theoretical positions from areas such as engineering ethics [32] or technology ethics more broadly [33], [34] that have relevance to computing. On the other hand, there has been a long tradition of research into ethical issues in organisations and societies, much of which touches on specific questions or problems raised by computing technology [35], [36]. Computer ethics therefore draws on discussions in business ethics [37]–[39] and corporate social responsibility [40], [41].

A final set of theoretical influences on the computer ethics discourse comes from philosophical disciplines other than moral philosophy. Computer ethics benefits from insights into the relationship between normative questions and other philosophical fields such as, epistemology, philosophical anthropology or ontology. An interesting recent example of this is the “Onlife Manifesto” [42] in which a number of leading scholars explore the way in which computing technologies fundamentally changes the world we live in and the way we relate to it.

Topics of Computer Ethics
The complexity and multiple nature of theories in computer ethics is reflected by a broad array of topics discussed in the field. Brey and Soraker [43] identified a set of central issues of the field which
they list as “privacy, security, computer crime, intellectual property, free expression, and equity and access, and issues of responsibility and professional ethics.” A recent attempt by the European Group on Ethics in Science and New Technologies [44] to provide general guidance for European ICT researchers focuses on the fields of personal identity, changes to the social sphere, political participation and citizenship, and the sphere of e-commerce.

Each of these fields is the home of a number of different sub-topics which, due to space restrictions cannot be discussed in detail in the present paper. However, there are a number of easily identifiable core issues worth listing, mostly because they have led to political debates in various countries [45] and are often taken up by IS researchers. The most visible and dominant topic of computer ethics is that of privacy. While the discourse on privacy can be traced back to Warren and Brandeis’ seminal paper [46], the current relevance to computer ethics is that the availability of digital information and the possibility of storing, processing and disseminating it changes the very nature of how we perceive privacy [47]. This is directly related, albeit not identical, to the question of data protection [48].

Current debates around privacy and data protection, fuelled by recent political developments and the revelation of large-scale surveillance by several government agencies, show a direct link to the tension between individual rights and national security. Security is a complex topic which has been at the centre of attention in computer ethics from its inception. Attempts to ethically evaluate security principles and practices have shown the ambiguities inherent in security. On the one hand, a feeling of security appears to be a necessity for human development and can therefore be argued to be of high ethical relevance [49]. On the other hand, concerns about security can be used to enforce potentially problematic power relationships. Security can be seen here as an ethically problematic mechanism of domination [50].

A further topic of discussion for computer ethics scholars is that of intellectual property. Like privacy and security, intellectual property is not fundamentally a new problem; questions of ethical and legal justification and protection can be traced back through the history of philosophy [51], [52]. The use of computing technology has, however, changed important aspects of intellectual property. Digitising content such as books or films leads to new challenges that traditional property and intellectual property governance did not consider; notably, the negligible cost of reproducing content combined with the ease of copying leads to conceptual problems when applying traditional notions such as theft [53]. A further aspect of this debate refers to specific problems of software. The ownership of software and its justification raises issues that are hotly contested on philosophical as well as legal grounds. The widely used and arguably highly misleading metaphor of “piracy” to denote intellectual property infringements [54]–[57] is an indication of the visceral quality of the debate.

Intellectual property has influenced further debates in computer ethics, regarding justice and equity of the availability of computing resources. The more computing is used throughout society, the more important it is for most individuals to be able to access it in order to live fulfilling personal and professional lives. Computer ethics therefore has long engaged in debates about ethical issues related to access which is often framed in terms of “digital divides” [58], [59]. An important aspect of this is the question of participation in public discourses and the influence that computing has on political processes and decision-making [60] which links to another well-established topic of computer ethics, namely that of freedom of speech. Again, this is a well-established topic of ethical reflection which takes on a new urgency because of the capability of computers to facilitate a simple and broad dissemination of ideas whilst simultaneously offering new ways of censoring and prosecuting unwanted contributions [61].
The ever-broader uptake of computing and its pervasive role in many contexts has led to a more recent focus in computer ethics on issues related to the interplay between technology and humans as well as between technology and society. This covers new threats such as identity theft but also more fundamental questions about the way we conceptualise humans and how modern technologies affect our individual and collective view of ourselves [42]. This covers topics such as, the construction of gender [62], the way we protect ourselves against crime, but also issues around what constitutes a good life and how we want to live it [20], [63] for example, by spending our leisure time with, and mediating our social contacts through, technology.

This list of topics in computer ethics cannot claim comprehensive coverage. It is meant to give an indication of some of the items discussed in the field. The list concludes with a reference to a central issue, namely that of professionalism. Within CE there has been a long debate about the degree to which computing can be perceived as a professional field and the way in which professionalism in computing might be used to address ethical concerns [64]–[66].

**Approaches to Computer Ethics**

The final aspect of computer ethics to be introduced here is the set of different approaches and research activities in the field. Just as there are a multitude of theories and topics, one can observe a number of research approaches. One observation of central importance to this paper is that, probably due to the strong influence of academic philosophy on computer ethics, there is a dominance of conceptual and reflective work, with empirical research playing a relatively minor role.

One likely cause of this is that philosophers realise that it is not straightforward to relate descriptions and prescriptions, or, to use a different term, to move from 'is' to 'ought'. Philosophers have had long discussions of what is sometimes referred to as Hume’s law or Hume’s Guillotine [67] which states that description cannot lead to prescriptive or normative statements. In terms of computer ethics, this means that one cannot deduce the ethical acceptability of a particular position from an observation of actions or preferences of people with regards to this position. For example, a piece of research showing that a vast majority of respondents believe that sharing software is acceptable does not allow the conclusion that it is indeed morally justified.

A second possible explanation for the relative paucity of empirical work in computer ethics is that neither philosophical training nor the technical training that computer scientists receive normally prepares a scholar for social inquiry. Questions of methodology that have a key place in social science-oriented publications such as those in the field of IS are rarely found in computer ethics.

The dominant approach to computer ethics is that of philosophical argument. Assumptions of concepts and discourses are made explicit and critically discussed in order to come to new insights. This is usually done using the background of philosophical ethics. The aim tends to be to improve conceptual clarity. In recent times this is often linked to attempts to formulate possible consequences or policies. Examples of this might be the development of a comprehensive ethics impact assessment [68] or ways of technically addressing ethical issues in computing for example, by developing ways of integrating values into technology through methods such as, value-sensitive design [31], [69], [70] or privacy by design [71]. This paper argues that this practical turn is an expression of the move from computer ethics to RRI in ICT. However, before we come to this argument, the relationship between computer ethics and ethics-related research in IS needs to be established.
Computer Ethics as a Reference Discourse of Information Systems

The argument put forward here relies on the recognition that computer ethics can be seen as a reference discourse for ethics-related IS research. In order to demonstrate this, one needs to show that theories, topics and approaches of computer ethics are reflected in IS. It is important to point out that this relationship is not one way and that one can observe an inverse relationship with IS as a reference discourse for computer ethics. However, this inverse relationship is less central to the argument put forward in this paper.

A look at the history of ethics-related IS research (cf. [72]) shows that theories, topics and approaches of computer ethics are all reflected in IS, albeit to different degrees. In recent years there has been some interest in ethical theory and its relevance to Information Systems [73]–[76]. In general one can probably safely say that ethical theory has not been at the centre of attention of IS scholars interested in ethical questions. Where ethics is the topic of investigation, one can typically find brief dictionary style definitions of ethics and sometimes more specific references to some of the better-known ethical positions. The majority of the more intricate ethical discussions and in particular meta-ethical positions that are often at the core of computer ethics so far play a minor role in ethics-related IS research.

The role of computer ethics as a reference discourse for ethics-related IS research becomes much more prominent when one looks at the topics being investigated. The seminal discussion of ethics in Information Systems by Mason in 1986 [77], that coined they oft-cited acronym PAPA, touched on several of the already mentioned topics of computer ethics namely, privacy, accuracy, property and access. It is interesting to note, however, that the paper was written as an opinion piece that included only two references, neither of which could be considered related to computer ethics. When tracing the history of ethics-related research in IS, one can nevertheless find numerous further examples of investigations into the topics of relevance of computer ethics.

Privacy, probably the most dominant topic of computer ethics, plays a similarly important role in ethics-related IS research. Not only is it the first “P” in Mason’s PAPA acronym, it is also a recurring topic in numerous prominent early ethics-related IS papers such as [78], [79]. The problematic relationship between privacy and security also finds its reflection in IS research [80]. Questions of intellectual property have similarly been of interest to IS researchers who frequently attempt to identify attitudes of professionals or users towards the ownership of content or software. This interest in intellectual property is reflected in related investigations that touch on questions of ownership such as, open source software [81], computer fraud [82] or perceptions of plagiarism [83].

In other topic areas there is less overlap between computer ethics and ethics-related IS research. Some of the larger problems concerning the nature of identity, development of culture or social interaction are less prominent in IS. At the same time, there is more of a focus on ethical aspects of the use of computing technologies in IS [84]. One can nevertheless argue that there is significant overlap in the topics of interest between computer ethics and ethics-related IS research.

The same, however, would be difficult to argue for with regards to research approaches and methodologies. IS research is often perceived to be part of the social science tradition. As a result, there is a strong dominance of empirical research using the various paradigms, methods and methodologies that have been established in the field [85].

To summarise, one can say that computer ethics plays the role of a reference discourse for ethics-related IS research in the sense that much of the key areas of interest can be found in both. This is
not to make a strong statement about the direction of the relationship between the two. As indicated above, one could equally well argue that IS research has the function of a reference discourse for at least some work in computer ethics. A further possibility would be to see both streams of research reflect public interest in important societal concerns. For the purposes of this paper, the details of the mechanisms facilitating it are of secondary importance. The argument is that computer ethics is taking a novel turn towards RRI in ICT which IS may well wish to reflect. Although the ground for this turn has been prepared by people working in computer ethics [31], [86], it is worth emphasizing the new discourse and its advantages in comparison to (traditional) computer ethics. This point is made in detail in the following section which introduces the concept of RRI in ICT as the next step building on computer ethics.

**Responsible Research and Innovation in ICT**

This section argues that there is a novel discourse that has the potential to build upon and integrate computer ethics, but takes the theories, topics and approaches further and into a slightly different direction. The section starts by discussing the limitations of (mainstream) computer ethics which may account for why the RRI discourse can offer novel avenues that are attractive to computer ethicists. The following subsections briefly outline the current actors, activities and underpinnings of RRI. This leads to a discussion of the implications of adoption of RRI in IS.

**Limitations of the Computer Ethics Discourse**

As suggested, the discourse of computer ethics has a number of limitations whose resolution is likely to require new ideas and approaches. The first and most obvious shortcoming is that of the term “computer”. When the discourse of computer ethics started, a computer was a clearly recognisable artefact. As computers changed their shape and role from large mainframes to distributed terminals and personal computers, they remained clearly identifiable. However, the distinction between computers and other artefacts is no longer obvious (e.g. cyber-infrastructures, mobile computing and sensor networks). Additionally, most technical artefacts, from cars to telephones, from refrigerators to telephones, include and often are based on computing technology.

In addition to this ubiquity there is also a convergence of technologies. Several types of currently developed fields of technology are intimately connected to computing. One can find reference to the convergence of nano, bio, information and cognitive technologies [87], [88]. This convergence renders it difficult to see how a coherent discourse on computer ethics can be sustained. It is likely that the distinction between computing and other technologies will be even less clearly defined in future than it is at present [89].

The ubiquity of computers and computing technology and their convergence with other technologies may be why some authors prefer the term “information and communication technology” (ICT). As a consequence one can observe the use of the term ICT ethics [20], [90]. Another strategy is to move away from the link to the artefact which appears to be the focus of computer ethics to an ethical focus on the concept of information, as is done by scholars concentrating on information ethics [27], [91].

This changing focus on information rather than the computing artefact may go some way to solving the problem of defining the boundaries of the computer ethics discourse. It does not necessarily address one of the other key challenges, namely the unclear ‘practical relevance’ of the CE discourse to IS researchers and practitioners. Complaints about lack of relevance are not confined to computer ethics, as the discussion in IS on the relationship of rigour versus relevance [92]–[94] demonstrates. Nor is this concern particularly novel, having been pointed out by Gotterbarn 20 years ago [95]. This
paper does not take a position on whether the observation of the lack of relevance of computer ethics is justified. It is plausible to assume, however, that the increasingly ubiquitous nature of computing technologies would call for a reflection of related ethical concerns in public discourse and policy and that a stronger presence of computer ethics in such policy discussions would be desirable.

A final reason why the (mainstream) computer ethics discourse may be deemed to be in need of novel impulses is that some of the traditional ways of dealing with ethics research appear to be reaching their limits when applied to innovations in computing. A primary example is that of informed consent, the cornerstone of biomedical and research ethics, which is also used in other disciplines that conduct empirical research. It is not clear whether establish procedures of informed consent are applicable, nor whether they are even in principle conceivable. Traditional concepts of responsibility that focus on the clearly delineated action of the individual are increasing difficult to apply to the mediated and networked world of computing technologies.

None of these limitations of the computer ethics discourse are insurmountable and most have indeed already been discussed and addressed. They may explain to some degree, however, why the novel discourse on responsible innovation resonates and points to the activities with regards to the ethics of computing.

Definition, Actors, Activities, Normative Foundations of RRI
The concept of responsible research and innovation (RRI) is a relatively new one that aims primarily at research governance. As such it is not focused on computing or ICT. However, a number of its aspects and components are directly related to the ethics of research and technology development. In many respects it is a natural extension of other discourses such as, the one on computer ethics, and especially novel approaches within that discourse.

Many of the ideas and principles underpinning RRI can be traced back to Enlightenment. The history of the term itself, however, starts much more recently. The first use of the term "responsible development" which is one of the roots of RRI, is in the US 21st Century Nano-technology Research and Development Act (Public Law 108-153) where the concept is promoted as part of an initiative to strengthen nano-technological research.

Originally aimed at preventing harm arising from research and innovation activities, RRI has since broadened its aims. Its starting point is the dilemma that we may not know the future but that at the same time it seems likely that there are significant socio-economic and technical problems (often referred to as grand challenges) that will require input from research and innovation systems if they are to be satisfactorily addressed. These grand challenges are often global or cover large parts of humanity. Examples include demographic developments, security or sustainability. At the same time there are no global mechanisms for identifying such challenges, much less for a unified response to them.

RRI is meant to address the gap in time between the initial phases of research strategy formulation to the point at which individuals and organisations regularly use products and services based upon research outputs. Various definitions exist, however the key component of each is that they all express a need to develop greater democratic accountability within the innovation lifecycle.

---

1 Such reflection is present in current computer ethics, especially in work that connects ethics of information technology with studies of science and technology (STS), and thinking about the link between theoretical and empirical concerns is certainly present in the field (see for example again Dutch philosophy of technology). However, mainstream, traditional computer ethics – especially computer ethics treated as a branch of “applied ethics”, has not spent much effort on practical concerns – including policy issues.
RRI is about creating a new mode of research governance that would transform existing processes with a view to ensuring a greater acceptability and even desirability of novel research and innovation outcomes.

A widely quoted definition of RRI from Von Schomberg [104] suggests the following:

*Responsible Research and Innovation is a transparent, interactive process by which societal actors and innovators become mutually responsive to each other with a view to the (ethical) acceptability, sustainability and societal desirability of the innovation process and its marketable products (in order to allow a proper embedding of scientific and technological advances in our society).*

This definition is critically discussed in [105]. However, for this paper, one can underline the intention of ensuring acceptability, sustainability and desirability of both process and products of innovation. It is also important to point to the fact that this apparently requires mutual responsiveness of various societal actors. RRI has gained considerable prominence in European policy discussions and has been adopted by the European Commission as a cross-cutting activity that will govern all research funded under Horizon 2020, the next European research framework programme which will run from 2014 to 2020 and have an overall value of more than €70 billion. This has an important influence on research in ICT, which will receive approximately €8 to 9 billion of this amount. Activities directly related to RRI are concentrated in a funding stream on "Science with and for Society" which has a budget of €462 million over the lifetime of the Horizon 2020 programme.\(^2\)

Elsewhere [106] we have argued that RRI can be interpreted as a higher level responsibility or meta-responsibility that aims to shape, maintain, develop, coordinate and align existing and novel research and innovation-related processes, actors and responsibilities with a view to ensuring desirable and acceptable research outcomes. This means that RRI can and will incorporate a number of extant components (and this is likely to include numerous aspects of computer ethics), but goes beyond them by supporting actions that will allow these components to contribute to the acceptability and desirability of the outcomes of research and innovation.

Many of the activities that contribute to RRI are well established. Examples include various types of assessments such as, risk assessment and impact assessments [107], [108], technology assessment more broadly [109], various types of research governance structures such as, research ethics review [110] or research integrity measures [111], public engagement in research [112], education of researchers [98] or support for the development of professionalism [101], to name just some of the more prominent ones. It is interesting to note that there is some overlap with the applications of computer ethics discussed above. RRI, however, has a much broader goal of integrating research and innovation into societal discussion and reflection.

It is worth noting here that RRI has indeed a lot of overlap with technology assessment, although the former is broader and encompasses many of the ideas and principles that have been developed in technology assessment since the 1970s [113].

The focus on acceptability and desirability means that RRI needs actively to reflect on its normative underpinnings. In view of the global nature of research and innovation systems as well as the global challenges humanity faces, the search for generally binding normative underpinnings is important.

---

Normative foundations on which to base RRI include Human Rights as well as internationally binding treaties such as the EU treaties for EU Member States. Normative principles can furthermore be sought in philosophical ethics with some scholars suggesting that there are generally accepted principles that are sufficiently well defined to provide the basis for collective action. Further normative principles can be deduced from established processes such as ethics review which can draw on a long history of debate in biomedical research ethics. The implementation of RRI activities through research governance measures can make use of widely shared principles of research governance such as, the integration of democratic principles into research, the precautionary principle or the principle of regulatory parsimony.

The debate about the exact shape that RRI will take, the way in which existing and new responsibilities can be defined and realised, is in its infancy. One can observe attempts to implement principles of RRI in some of the more contested areas of research and innovation such as, synthetic biology, nanotechnology or geoengineering. RRI has to contend with a number of fundamental questions for example, the limits of foresight and the legitimacy of research governance that may be difficult to deal with. There is likely to be resistance to RRI from numerous actors who may see it as a threat to the academic freedom of research. The global nature of the challenges to be addressed will require novel forms of transnational research governance which may be difficult to agree on and implement. It is thus by no means certain that RRI will be successful. At the same time, one can see that RRI has spawned a lively debate and that it offers an exciting opportunity to think about new concepts of research, innovation and their governance.

Returning to the discussion of the relationship between RRI and computer ethics, one can see that there is space for all of the concerns of computer ethics in RRI. At the same time, RRI is broader and specifically focused on the outcomes of research with attention to grand challenges and the desirability and acceptability of both research processes and products. The move from computer ethics to RRI in ICT is thus not a disruption, but rather can be seen as an evolutionary development that addresses some of the limitations of mainstream, traditional computer ethics and allows for the tradition of computer ethics to be embedded into a broader societal context.

Consequences of Adopting the RRI Discourse in IS

If the thesis of this paper is correct, namely that there is a development from computer ethics to RRI in ICT and that computer ethics serves as a reference discourse to ethics-related research in IS, then an important question is how IS can react to this change in reference discourse.

An initial response to this question is that ethics-related research in IS could look at broader topics. Traditionally much attention has been paid to ethical issues related to the use of ICT in organisations and to questions of the legal status of activities and enforcement of organisational policies. Such research will remain relevant. However, in the spirit of RRI, a more prominent question will focus on whether and how information systems can contribute to the resolution of grand challenges. Initial developments in this direction can already be observed. There are now examples of papers in IS that look at various grand challenges. An alternative way of framing this broader perspective has been suggested by Walsham when he considers whether IS research is creating a better world.

This broadening of the research agenda could be supported by paying more attention to likely future consequences of IS. Again, this is a stream of research that already exists, but would need to become more central in order to support the RRI agenda.
RRI is explicitly normative. In order to be able to reflect and translate this normative foundation, IS research taking RRI seriously, would have to spend more time reflecting on ethical theory and its relevance in IS. As outlined before, this is a development that seems to have started in recent years and this growth should be supported.

However, a core aspect of RRI not currently strongly reflected in IS is that of public participation and engagement. Much organisation-focused IS research accepts the existing socio-economic structures in current commercial organisations where participation and engagement at best have a place as user feedback. It is worth pointing out, however, that there is a long tradition of participative IS design [130], [131], particularly strong in Scandinavian IS [132] which could serve as a bridgehead for a more general democratic and participative approach to IS governance. In addition, IS can further learn from technology assessment, which includes approaches to organizing, public participation in decisions about technology.

Conclusion
This paper has argued that computer ethics constitutes a reference discourse for IS, that is to say, an on-going body of work that has inspired, and is inspired by, IS research, in particular ethics-related IS research. By discussing the underlying concepts, theories, topics and approaches to computer ethics the paper has made the case that the correspondence between this discourse and ethics-related IS research is sufficient to justify the contention that computer ethics counts as a reference discourse.

The paper then argued that the computer ethics discourse is currently evolving to constitute part of a broader discourse on responsible research and innovation. This can at least be partly explained by some of the limitations of traditional computer ethics (and perhaps also traditional technology assessment) which can be addressed in RRI. The paper then outlined the RRI discourse, highlighting its motivation, definition, main actors, activities and normative foundations.

Returning to the idea of a reference discourse, the paper then argued that the field of IS, at least insofar as it is interested in ethics, should take this discussion of RRI seriously. The paper outlined what this might mean for theory and practice of IS research.

One contribution of the paper is an opening to theoretical discussions that can be of relevance to IS. Much research has been undertaken in areas ranging from ethical theory [72] to future foresight [133], [134] to research governance [102]. IS researchers can make use of this prior research to inform their work and integrate it in larger discussions cf. [135].

The development from computer ethics to RRI in ICT, furthermore, can lead not only to a reconsideration of the purpose of ethics-related IS work, but arguably to that of the field of IS more generally. Much IS research focuses on the organisational use of ICT, often with an explicit or implicit agenda of improving the use of technology. The majority of this work takes the socio-economic context in which IS are used for granted. Through the lens of RRI, IS researchers may get a better understanding of the grand challenges that humanity and most societies face and may be encouraged to consider how their research can contribute to addressing these challenges. From this perspective it is imperative to question the way we organise and critically review our assumptions of what constitutes legitimate social practice, including ICT research & development and the use of ICT in organisations and society. This means a fundamental re-evaluation of the very nature of the technologies we use and how we use them.
This, no doubt, is a serious challenge for any discipline including IS. At the same time, one can argue that in the light of many of the problems we face, and the important role ICT can play in constituting as well as resolving them, the IS field could embrace such a re-definition.

To conclude, it is important to highlight the important contribution that IS can make to grand challenges. Unlike conceptual and philosophically-oriented computer ethics, the field of IS has a strong background in empirical research. IS further has a very rich repertoire of theoretical positions that help understand the role of ICT and its interaction with individuals, organisations and society. ICTs have the potential to play a critical role in addressing societal challenges but doing so successfully requires a detailed understanding of both the technical capabilities and the socio-technical practices that shape the role of ICT in society. IS can thus play a key role in addressing modern societies’ challenges and both society and IS as a discipline would benefit from a willingness and ability of IS scholars to accept this challenge.
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From Computer Ethics to Responsible Research and Innovation in ICT

Highlights

Following the journal format, these are the highlights of the paper:

Computer Ethics is a reference discourse for ethics-related research in Information Systems.
The main topics and approaches of computer ethics are discussed.
Responsible research and innovation (RRI) in ICT is introduced as a development of computer ethics.
Information Systems will benefit from engaging with RRI in ICT.